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Doing Digital: Lessons from Leaders
Dare to Lead is the fascinating story of how Anil K.
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Khandelwal
being just another public sector bank into one of the
most valuable brands in Indian banking. This is the
story of the leadership challenges, management
solutions and personal and professional excitement
the author experienced in transforming the 97-yearold bank into a modern, tech-savvy, customer-centric
bank. This book is an excellent blueprint for
undertaking transformation in large, geographically
dispersed public sector enterprises. It describes how a
large-sized bank was transformed on all parameters
with clear vision, execution discipline, customer
centricity and people engagement. The author
emphasizes that large-scale transformation can be
undertaken successfully only if the CEO shows
courage to change the status quo and mobilize the
human effort within the organization. The story of
BOB's transformation has captured international
attention and finds its mention in Harvard Business
Review, Human Resource Development International
and the book The India Way by the Wharton School
faculty.

AML Auditing - Understanding Office of
Foreign Assets Control
Beginning sounds: Beginning sounds: V v, Y y, Z z. A
story about a vet and a big cat at the zoo teaches
beginning readers three-letter words.

Kleptopia
From the two Time correspondents who cracked the
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the definitive book on the Bank of Credit and
Commerce International: an explosive, fast-paced
expose of one of the largest criminal conspiracies in
history. Beaty and Gwynne's riveting first-person
account not only puts all the pieces together for the
first time, but brings to life the cloak-and-dagger
intrigue that surrounded their investigation. 16 pages
of photos.

The Promise of a Pencil
This book answers questions regarding international
trade, letters of credit, methods of payment and other
international banking issues.

Global Custody Services
Recent insolvency cases highlight the growing
importance of cross-border insolvency matters in
international transactions. In order to obtain relevant
information essential for conduct in such transactions,
an insolvency lawyer needs to have access to the
many relevant instruments that have been introduced
and implemented in recent years, but that until now
have not been available in any single place. This very
useful volume collects, for the second time in one
source, all important international and regional legal
instruments relating to insolvency of companies and
consumers, as well as to corporate rescue law. The
book includes international and regional conventions,
model laws, EU regulations and directives, and
guiding principles produced by various international
bodies (such as the World Bank, the United Nations
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the American Law Institute, INSOL International, and
INSOL Europe), and international and European
restatements of insolvency law by scholars. In
addition to reproducing the complete texts of these
instruments, the editors provide insightful
commentary covering such important matters as the
following: • key issues of each text; • expected
amendments and revisions; and • comparative
analysis of instruments. A unique resource bringing
together core material in the field of cross-border
insolvency law and legislation, this book will be
welcomed by international insolvency practitioners
worldwide.

A History of Central Banking and the
Enslavement of Mankind
In the tradition of Kabul Beauty School and Start
Something That Matters comes an inspiring story of
social entrepreneurship from the co-founder of Kiva,
the first online microlending platform for the working
poor. Featuring lessons learned from successful
businesses in the world’s poorest countries, Jessica
Jackley’s Clay Water Brick will motivate readers to
more deeply appreciate the incredible entrepreneurial
potential that exists in every human being on this
planet—especially themselves. “The heart of
entrepreneurship is never about what we have. It’s
about what we do.” Meet Patrick, who had next to
nothing and started a thriving business using just the
ground beneath his feet . . . Blessing, who built her
shop right in the middle of the road, refusing to take
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the chance
Constance, who cornered the banana market in her
African village with her big personality and sense of
mission. Patrick, Blessing, Constance, and many
others are among the poorest of the world’s poor. And
yet they each had crucial lessons to teach Jessica
Jackley—lessons about resilience, creativity,
perseverance, and, above all, entrepreneurship. For
as long as she could remember, Jackley, the cofounder of the revolutionary microlending site Kiva,
had a singular and urgent ambition: to help alleviate
global poverty. While in her twenties, she set off for
Africa to finally meet the people she had long
dreamed of helping. The insights of those she met
changed her understanding. Today she believes that
many of the most inspiring entrepreneurs in the world
are not focused on high-tech ventures or making a lot
of money; instead, they wake up every day and build
better lives for themselves, their families, and their
communities, regardless of the things they lack or the
obstacles they encounter. As Jackley puts it, “The
greatest entrepreneurs succeed not because of what
they possess but because of what they are
determined to do.” In Clay Water Brick, Jackley
challenges readers to embrace entrepreneurship as a
powerful force for change in the world. She shares her
own story of founding Kiva with little more than a
laptop and a dream, and the stories and the lessons
she has learned from those across the globe who are
doing the most with the least. Praise for Clay Water
Brick “Jessica Jackley didn’t wait for permission to
change the world—she just did it. It turns out that you
can too.”—Seth Godin, author of What to Do When It’s
Your Turn “Fascinating . . . gripping . . . bursting with
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lessons
. . . Jessica Jackley has written a remarkable
book . . . so thoroughly well meaning and engagingly
put it is too magnetic to put down.”—Financial Times
“Clay Water Brick is a tremendously inspiring read.
Jessica Jackley, the virtuoso co-founder of the
revolutionary microlending platform Kiva, shares
uplifting stories and compelling lessons on
entrepreneurship, resilience, and character.”—Adam
Grant, author of Give and Take “A blueprint for
anyone who wants to make the world a better place
and find fulfillment in the process, no matter how
scarce their resources or how steep the
challenge.”—Arianna Huffington “This book is
inspirational. And honest and practical. . . . Well
written, thoughtful: a selfless account of how to
succeed by doing right and following your
heart.”—Booklist

Decision Making Within International
Organisations
What the financial diaries of working-class families
reveal about economic stresses, why they happen,
and what policies might reduce them Deep within the
American Dream lies the belief that hard work and
steady saving will ensure a comfortable retirement
and a better life for one's children. But in a nation
experiencing unprecedented prosperity, even for
many families who seem to be doing everything right,
this ideal is still out of reach. In The Financial Diaries,
Jonathan Morduch and Rachel Schneider draw on the
groundbreaking U.S. Financial Diaries, which follow
the lives of 235 low- and middle-income families as
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they navigate
Morduch and Schneider challenge popular
assumptions about how Americans earn, spend,
borrow, and save—and they identify the true causes
of distress and inequality for many working
Americans. We meet real people, ranging from a
casino dealer to a street vendor to a tax preparer,
who open up their lives and illustrate a world of
financial uncertainty in which even limited financial
success requires imaginative—and often
costly—coping strategies. Morduch and Schneider
detail what families are doing to help themselves and
describe new policies and technologies that will
improve stability for those who need it most.
Combining hard facts with personal stories, The
Financial Diaries presents an unparalleled inside look
at the economic stresses of today's families and offers
powerful, fresh ideas for solving them.

Factfulness
Welcome to the world of Jeopardy! where obscure
information is crucial to survival, vast sums of cash
are at stake, and milliseconds can change not just a
game but the course of your entire life. Prisoner of
Trebekistan is Bob Harris’s hilarious, insightful
account of one man’s unlikely epic journey through
Jeopardy!, gleefully exploring triumph and failure, the
nature of memory, and how knowledge itself can
transform you in unpredictable ways—all against the
backdrop of the most popular quiz show in history.
Bob chronicles his transformation from a struggling
stand-up comic who repeatedly fails the Jeopardy!
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test into an elite player competing against
the show’s most powerful brains. To get there, he
embarks on a series of intense study sessions, using
his sense of humor to transform conventional memory
skills into a refreshingly playful approach to learning
that’s as amusing as it is powerful. What follows is not
only a captivating series of high-stakes wins and
losses on Jeopardy!, but also a growing appreciation
of a borderless world that Bob calls Trebekistan,
where a love of learning reigns and the smarter you
get the more you realize how much you don’t yet
know. Filled with secrets that only a veteran
contestant could share—from counterintuitive game
strategies to Jedi-like tactics with the Jeopardy!
signaling device—Prisoner of Trebekistan also gives
you the chance to play along with the actual clues
that led to victory or defeat in high-level tournaments,
plus candid, moving reflections on how the games
affected Bob’s offstage life—and vice versa. Not only
an irresistible treat for Jeopardy! fans, Prisoner of
Trebekistan is a delight for anyone who loves a
rollicking tale that celebrates the unpredictability of
life and the sneaky way it has of teaching us the
things that really matter.

The Mueller Report: Report on the
Investigation into Russian Interference
in the 2016 Presidential Election
This book is a must for all those who work in the
Global Custody business! Its services facilitate and
support the investment of trillions of dollars of
securities and currencies worldwide. It involves global
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processing and custody, foreign exchange,
cash management, securities lending, sub-custodians,
asset servicing and more. This book was written by
one of the leading authorities in the field, Bob Walsh.
In this book, he provides specific information
describing how Global Custody services are structured
and operate.

Grain by Grain
After twenty years of SAS operations Bob Shepherd
retired to work as an advisor on the international
commercial security circuit. Then 9/11 happened and
Bob found himself back in war zones on assignments
far more perilous than anything he had encountered
in the SAS: from ferrying journalists across firing lines
in the West Bank and Gaza to travelling to the heart
of Osama bin Laden's Afghan lair. As the war on terror
escalated, Bob contended with increasingly
sophisticated insurgents. But the most disturbing
development he witnessed was much closer to home;
namely The Circuit's rise from a niche business
staffed by top veterans into an unregulated, billion
dollar industry that too often places profits above
lives

The Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS)
sets the guidelines for world-wide regulation of banks.
It is the forum for agreeing international regulation on
the conduct of banking. Based on special access to
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the archives
its key players, this book tells the story of the early
years of the Committee from its foundation in 1974/5
right through until 1997 - the year that marks the
watershed between the Basel I Accord on Capital
Adequacy and the start of work on Basel II. In
addition, the book covers the Concordat, the Market
Risk Amendment, the Core Principles of Banking and
all other facets of the work of the BCBS. While the
book is primarily a record of the history of the BCBS, it
also provides an assessment of its actions and
efficacy. It is a major contribution to the historical
record on banking supervision.

Bob Books
Curveball answers the crucial question of the Iraq
war: How and why was America’s intelligence so
catastrophically wrong? In this dramatic and explosive
book, award-winning Los Angeles Times reporter Bob
Drogin delivers a narrative that takes us to Europe,
the Middle East, and deep inside the CIA to find the
truth–the truth about the lies and self-deception that
led us into a military and political nightmare.

International Insolvency Law
Eruptions of Popular Anger: The Economics of the
Arab Spring and Its Aftermath sets out to answer
three puzzles—the “Arab inequality†? puzzle of civil
uprisings in countries with low-to-moderate and
stagnant economic inequality, the “unhappy
development†? paradox of increasing dissatisfaction
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of moderate-to-rapid development, and the
paradox of political violence in middle-income
countries. The book’s empirical investigation rules out
high and rising inequality as a reason for the Arab
Spring uprisings. It shows that the real problem was
the erosion in middle-class incomes and the growing
dissatisfaction with the quality of life, the shortage of
formal sector jobs, and corruption. Frustration was
particularly high among the young, educated, middleclass residents in urban areas. The old social contract,
which had delivered development results in the past
and under which Arab governments provided publicsector jobs and subsidized services in return for
subdued voice, was unsustainable and
malfunctioning. The public sector could no longer be
the employer of choice, but the private sector did not
generate enough formal sector jobs, because of
distortions that constrained its growth and policies
that offered advantages to a few firms with political
connections, limiting competition and private
investment. The breakdown in the social contract
increased the premium on freedom and created
impetus for political change. This report shows that
the Arab Spring revolutions and the subsequent
spread of violence and civil wars in the post†“Arab
Spring Middle East and North Africa region can be
traced to the broken social contract, institutional
weaknesses, and regional divisions in societies
polarized along ethnic and sectarian lines. The Arab
Spring and its aftermath indicate the need for a new
social contract under which governments promote
private-sector job creation, design public services in a
way that holds providers accountable to beneficiaries,
and promote inclusion and good governance.
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The Tragedy of Arthur is an emotional and elaborately
constructed tour de force from “one of the best
writers in America” (The Washington Post). Its
doomed hero is Arthur Phillips, a young novelist
struggling with a con artist father who works wonders
of deception. Imprisoned for decades and nearing the
end of his life, Arthur’s father reveals a treasure he’s
kept secret for half a century: The Tragedy of Arthur,
a previously unknown play by William Shakespeare.
Arthur and his twin sister inherit their father’s
mission: to see the manuscript published and
acknowledged as the Bard’s last great gift to
humanity . . . unless it’s their father’s last great con.
By turns hilarious and haunting, this virtuosic novel,
which includes Shakespeare’s (?) lost play in its
entirety, brilliantly subverts our notions of truth,
fiction, genius, and identity, as the two Arthurs—the
novelist and the ancient king—play out their strangely
intertwined fates. A New York Times Notable Book • A
New Yorker Reviewers’ Favorite of the Year • A Wall
Street Journal Best Novel of the Year • A San
Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the Year • A Chicago
Tribune Favorite Book of the Year • A Library Journal
Top Ten Book of the Year • A Kirkus Reviews Best
Book of the Year • One of Salon’s five best novels of
the year Look for special features inside. Join the
Circle for author chats and more.

This Clumsy Living
There has been lots of discussion of digital and open
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banking-as-a-service, banking platforms,
FinTech and TechFin and more over the past decade.
This all indicates that we are in a decade of rapid
cycle change that presents huge challenges and huge
opportunities. Billion dollar unicorns appear rapidly,
whilst internet giants achieve global domination. How
are banks dealing with these changes and are any
banks showing leadership? Well yes, a few are. With
all the gloom merchants saying that traditional
banking is doomed, a few banks have made radical
moves to adapt and survive. Chris Skinner, worldleading commentator on banking and technology, has
selected five of those banks—JPMorgan Chase (USA),
BBVA and ING (Europe), and DBS and CMB (Asia)—to
share their experiences. In detailed interviews, and
with wide-ranging commentary, he has discovered the
secrets of how not just adapt and survive, but how to
thrive in this sea change of finance and technology.
Learn the lessons of the leaders, and learn how to
become a successful digital bank, by Doing Digital.

Crashed
The evaluation of reproductive, maternal, newborn,
and child health (RMNCH) by the Disease Control
Priorities, Third Edition (DCP3) focuses on maternal
conditions, childhood illness, and malnutrition.
Specifically, the chapters address acute illness and
undernutrition in children, principally under age 5. It
also covers maternal mortality, morbidity, stillbirth,
and influences to pregnancy and pre-pregnancy.
Volume 3 focuses on developments since the
publication of DCP2 and will also include the transition
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to older
childhood, in particular, the overlap and
commonality with the child development volume. The
DCP3 evaluation of these conditions produced three
key findings: 1. There is significant difficulty in
measuring the burden of key conditions such as
unintended pregnancy, unsafe abortion, nonsexually
transmitted infections, infertility, and violence against
women. 2. Investments in the continuum of care can
have significant returns for improved and equitable
access, health, poverty, and health systems. 3. There
is a large difference in how RMNCH conditions affect
different income groups; investments in RMNCH can
lessen the disparity in terms of both health and
financial risk.

Clay Water Brick
Winner of the 2008 Bobbit National Poetry Prize. “Few
others in contemporary poetry are so brilliantly able
to combine wit and weight, to charge the language so
it virtually glows in the dark. Hicok's poems just plain
rock. They rock because they are gorgeous. They rock
because they are sad and turn on the radio. They
dance our 'clumsy living' with our shadows and our
isolations to a music that always, always remembers
the original delight in which 'the feel of things, if [we]
cherish, helps [us] live / more like a minute than a
clock.'”--Beckian Fritz Goldberg

Kingdom Patterns for International
Business: The Little Book of Wisdom
Since 2008, many countries across the globe have
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the introduction of new recovery and
resolution regimes for banks. Whereas much may
have been achieved on regional levels, this has not
been perfect, and many global challenges remain
unsolved. The Research Handbook on Cross-Border
Bank Resolution analyses the strengths and
weaknesses of the current regulatory framework for
cross-border bank crises with contributions from
eminent experts from the US, EU, Japan and China.
The topic is addressed from both economic, and legal
perspectives, with a special section devoted to reallife cases.

American Dirt (Oprah's Book Club)
#1 New York Times Bestseller OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB
PICK “Extraordinary.” —Stephen King “This book is
not simply the great American novel; it’s the great
novel of las Americas. It’s the great world novel! This
is the international story of our times. Masterful.”
—Sandra Cisneros También de este lado hay sueños.
On this side, too, there are dreams. Lydia Quixano
Pérez lives in the Mexican city of Acapulco. She runs a
bookstore. She has a son, Luca, the love of her life,
and a wonderful husband who is a journalist. And
while there are cracks beginning to show in Acapulco
because of the drug cartels, her life is, by and large,
fairly comfortable. Even though she knows they’ll
never sell, Lydia stocks some of her all-time favorite
books in her store. And then one day a man enters
the shop to browse and comes up to the register with
a few books he would like to buy—two of them her
favorites. Javier is erudite. He is charming. And,
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unbeknownst
drug cartel that has gruesomely taken over the city.
When Lydia’s husband’s tell-all profile of Javier is
published, none of their lives will ever be the same.
Forced to flee, Lydia and eight-year-old Luca soon find
themselves miles and worlds away from their
comfortable middle-class existence. Instantly
transformed into migrants, Lydia and Luca ride la
bestia—trains that make their way north toward the
United States, which is the only place Javier’s reach
doesn’t extend. As they join the countless people
trying to reach el norte, Lydia soon sees that
everyone is running from something. But what exactly
are they running to? American Dirt will leave readers
utterly changed. It is a literary achievement filled with
poignancy, drama, and humanity on every page. It is
one of the most important books for our times.
Already being hailed as "a Grapes of Wrath for our
times" and "a new American classic," Jeanine
Cummins's American Dirt is a rare exploration into the
inner hearts of people willing to sacrifice everything
for a glimmer of hope.

Prisoner of Trebekistan
Ex-South African banker Stephen Goodson explains
how the Central Banking "scam" originated, and how
those who run it have throughout history used their
power to subvert governments, and manufacture
wars that not only produced vast profits, but
frequently to topple 'regimes' whose banking system
was not under their control.
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Eruptions of Popular Anger
In this shocking, meticulously reported work of
narrative nonfiction, an award-winning investigative
journalist exposes “capitalism’s monster”—global
kleptocracy—and reveals how it is corrupting the
world around us. They are everywhere, the thieves
and their people. Masters of secrecy. Until now we
have detected their presence only by what they leave
behind. A body in a burned-out Audi. Workers riddled
with bullets in the Kazakh Desert. A rigged election in
Zimbabwe. A British banker silenced and humiliated
for trying to expose the truth about the City of
London. They have amassed more money than most
countries. But what they are really stealing is power.
In this real-life thriller packed with jaw-dropping
revelations, award-winning investigative journalist
Tom Burgis weaves together four stories that reveal a
terrifying global web of corruption: the troublemaker
from Basingstoke who stumbles on the secrets of a
Swiss bank, the ex-Soviet billionaire constructing a
private empire, the righteous Canadian lawyer with a
mysterious client, and the Brooklyn crook protected
by the CIA. Glimpses of this shadowy world have
emerged over the years. In Kleptopia, Burgis connects
the dots. He follows the dirty money that is flooding
the global economy, emboldening dictators, and
poisoning democracies. From the Kremlin to Beijing,
Harare to Riyadh, Paris to the White House, the trail
shows something even more sinister: the thieves are
uniting. And the human cost will be great.

Dare to Lead
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This book is a must for all AML/KYC audit and
compliance staff whose responsibilities include Office
of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)! This book is one in a
series of extraordinary guides in which Bob Walsh
details the function and operation of key financial
services for the benefit of AML/KYC audit and
compliance professionals. The author is convinced
that providing a greater understanding of the inner
workings of how OFAC and financial services operate
can dramatically strengthen AML/KYC compliance and
audit results. All of Bob Walsh's AML books for
auditors also address the complex world of moneylaundering, related AML/KYC regulatory issues and
concerns, AML/KYC acronyms and technical glossary,
and a list of currently known terrorist groups. The
OFAC topics described in this book include OFAC
practices, the world of Anti-money Laundering, AML
regulatory background, AML compliance programs,
Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements, politically
exposed persons (PEPs), terrorist organizations,
Global Custody services, Politically Exposed Persons
(PEPs), due-diligence research, Suspicious Activity
Reports (SARs), AML/KYC acronyms and more. The
material contained in Mr. Walsh's books was compiled
from more than 30 years of hands-on experience in
the U.S. and international banking industry. He is a
CAMs certified AML/KYC compliance specialist who
has worked with some of the largest banks in the
world, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and major
AML/KYC consulting agencies working on some of the
largest AML/KYC cases in banking industry. Mr. Walsh
assists banks with AML/KYC auditing, investigations,
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AML/KYC technical training. He resides in Deer Park,
New York, and can be reached at walsh516@aol.com.

The International Bank of Bob
A new edition with expanded content is available now,
“The Go-Giver, Expanded Edition: A Little Story About
a Powerful Business Idea” An engaging book that
brings new relevance to the old proverb “Give and
you shall receive” The Go-Giver tells the story of an
ambitious young man named Joe who yearns for
success. Joe is a true go-getter, though sometimes he
feels as if the harder and faster he works, the further
away his goals seem to be. And so one day, desperate
to land a key sale at the end of a bad quarter, he
seeks advice from the enigmatic Pindar, a legendary
consultant referred to by his many devotees simply as
the Chairman. Over the next week, Pindar introduces
Joe to a series of “go-givers:” a restaurateur, a CEO, a
financial adviser, a real estate broker, and the
“Connector,” who brought them all together. Pindar’s
friends share with Joe the Five Laws of Stratospheric
Success and teach him how to open himself up to the
power of giving. Joe learns that changing his focus
from getting to giving—putting others’ interests first
and continually adding value to their lives—ultimately
leads to unexpected returns. Imparted with wit and
grace, The Go-Giver is a heartwarming and inspiring
tale that brings new relevance to the old proverb
“Give and you shall receive.” From the Hardcover
edition.
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A Banker's Insights on International
Trade
This book examines the crisis of EMU through the
lenses of comparative political economy. It retraces
the development of wage-setting systems in the core
and peripheral EMU member states, and how these
contributed to the increasing divergence between
creditor and debtor states in the late 2000s. Starting
with the construction of the Deutschmark bloc,
through the Maastricht process of the 1990s, and into
the first decade of EMU, this book analyzes how
labour unions and wage determination systems
adjusted in response to monetary integration and, in
turn, influenced the shape that monetary union would
eventually take. Before the introduction of the Euro,
labour unions were disciplined by central banks and
governments, after social conflict in the north of the
continent and with the use of social pacts in the
others. Since controlling inflation had become the
main goal of macro-economic policy, national central
banks acted as a backstop to keep militant unions
and profligate governments under control. Public
sector wages thus were subordinated to
manufacturing wages, a set-up policed by export
sector unions, aided by the central bank. With the
introduction of the single currency, the European
Central Bank replaced the national central banks and,
as a result, their capacity to control labour unions
disappeared. The strong links between wages in the
public sector unions and wages in the manufacturing
export sector weakened dramatically in many
countries, wage inflation re-emerged, and the stage
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was set
for the current account divergences at the
basis of the crisis of EMU.

America in the World
The author describes how he left a lucrative business
consulting job to found the nonprofit Pencils of
Promise, an organization responsible for building
schools for the poor in developing countries around
the world and which recently completed its two
hundredth school.

Unions, Central Banks, and EMU
From a prize-winning economic historian comes an
eye-opening reinterpretation of the 2008 economic
crisis (and its 10-year aftermath) as a global event
that directly led to the shockwaves being felt around
the world today.

Curveball
The wait for The Mueller Report is over. This strikingly
designed edition has been prepared by expert
typographers – allowing for an optimised, immersive
reading experience. "From the moment [the report]
was published, two separate news universes took
shape. In one, the special counsel's report was
presented as a smoking-gun chronicle of high crimes
and misdemeanours. In the other, it was heralded as
a credibility-shredding blow to the president's
opponents."—The Atlantic Make up your own mind.
The Mueller Report is a must read political
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blockbuster.
The Infiltrator
Speak for Yourself Do you yearn for a book to
disambiguate words and phrases commonly used in
business settings, your workplace, and in life in
general? Do you wish the kimono would open on
idioms and clichés that stretch the bandwidth of
understanding and make you wonder if your career is
scalable? What are you really saying when you go
against the grain and are aboveboard? What do you
hear when your colleague wants face time or to move
the needle? The BS Dictionary: Uncovering the Origins
and True Meanings of Business Speak provides the
real-world definitions to about 300 of the world's most
commonly-used business terms and gives you the
origin story (who coined the term? when did it start to
be used figuratively in the business world?) for each
one. Get the language clarity you need and have fun
learning the full etymology of favorite phrases. Read
humorous commentary about how phrases might be
misused or misunderstood. If you are interested in
language, business speak, writing, and trivia
knowledge, this book is for you! Get The BS Dictionary
and impress your friends with your newfound wealth
of phrases and their history.

Cross-Border Insolvency Law
Describes the founding of the Kiva.org micro-loan
portal and visits to the world regions where the
organization's loans have enabled people and small
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The Go-Giver
#1 WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER * NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER New York Times finance editor
David Enrich's explosive exposé of the most
scandalous bank in the world, revealing its shadowy
ties to Donald Trump, Putin's Russia, and Nazi
Germany “A jaw-dropping financial thriller”
—Philadelphia Inquirer On a rainy Sunday in 2014, a
senior executive at Deutsche Bank was found hanging
in his London apartment. Bill Broeksmit had helped
build the 150-year-old financial institution into a
global colossus, and his sudden death was a mystery,
made more so by the bank’s efforts to deter
investigation. Broeksmit, it turned out, was a man
who knew too much. In Dark Towers, award-winning
journalist David Enrich reveals the truth about
Deutsche Bank and its epic path of devastation.
Tracing the bank’s history back to its propping up of a
default-prone American developer in the 1880s,
helping the Nazis build Auschwitz, and wooing Eastern
Bloc authoritarians, he shows how in the 1990s, via a
succession of hard-charging executives, Deutsche
made a fateful decision to pursue Wall Street riches,
often at the expense of ethics and the law. Soon, the
bank was manipulating markets, violating
international sanctions to aid terrorist regimes,
scamming investors, defrauding regulators, and
laundering money for Russian oligarchs. Ever
desperate for an American foothold, Deutsche also
started doing business with a self-promoting real
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magnate nearly every other bank in the world
deemed too dangerous to touch: Donald Trump. Over
the next twenty years, Deutsche executives loaned
billions to Trump, the Kushner family, and an array of
scandal-tarred clients, including convicted sex
offender Jeffrey Epstein. Dark Towers is the neverbefore-told saga of how Deutsche Bank became the
global face of financial recklessness and
criminality—the corporate equivalent of a weapon of
mass destruction. It is also the story of a man who
was consumed by fear of what he’d seen at the
bank—and his son’s obsessive search for the secrets
he kept.

The Tragedy of Arthur
Ranging from Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton,
and Thomas Jefferson to Henry Kissinger, Ronald
Reagan, and James Baker, America in the World tells
the vibrant story of American diplomacy. Recounting
the actors and events of U.S. foreign policy, Zoellick
identifies five traditions that have emerged from
America's encounters with the world: the importance
of North America; the special roles trading,
transnational, and technological relations play in
defining ties with others; changing attitudes toward
alliances and ways of ordering connections among
states; the need for public support, especially through
Congress; and the belief that American policy should
serve a larger purpose. These traditions frame a
closing review of post-Cold War presidencies, which
Zoellick foresees serving as guideposts for the future.
Both a sweeping work of history and an insightful
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to U.S. diplomacy past and present, America in
the World serves as an informative companion and
practical adviser to readers seeking to understand the
strategic and immediate challenges of U.S. foreign
policy during an era of transformation.

The Financial Diaries
Debates about financial reform have led to the
recognition that a healthy financial system doesn’t
depend solely on how it is structured—organizational
culture matters as well. Based on extensive research
in a Wall Street derivatives-trading room, Taking the
Floor considers how the culture of financial
organizations might change in order for them to
remain healthy, even in times of crises. In particular,
Daniel Beunza explores how the extensive use of
financial models and trading technologies over the
recent decades has exerted a far-ranging and
troubling influence on Wall Street. How have models
reshaped financial markets? How have models altered
moral behavior in organizations? Beunza takes
readers behind the scenes in a bank unit that, within
its firm, is widely perceived to be “a class act,” and he
considers how this trading room unit might serve as a
blueprint solution for the ills of Wall Street’s
unsustainable culture. Beunza demonstrates that the
integration of traders across desks reduces the
danger of blind spots created by models. Warning
against the risk of moral disengagement posed by the
use of models, he also contends that such
disengagement could be avoided by instituting moral
norms and social relations. Providing a unique
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perspective
profiles what an effective, responsible trading room
can and should look like.

Research Handbook on Cross-Border
Bank Resolution
The BS Dictionary
Storm & Sorrow in the High Pamirs
Following the end of the Cold War and in the context
of globalization, this book examines the extent to
which member states dominate decision making in
international organizations and whether non-state
actors, for example non-governmental organizations
and multinational corporations, are influential. The
authors assess the new patterns of decision-making
to determine whether they are relatively open or
closed privileged networks. The organizations
examined include the Council of Europe, the United
Nations, the EU, G8, the World Trade Organization,
International Maritime Organizations, the World
Health Organization and the OECD.

The International Struggle for New
Human Rights
"A compelling agricultural story skillfully told;
environmentalists will eat it up." - Kirkus Reviews
When Bob Quinn was a kid, a stranger at a county fair
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gave him
a few kernels of an unusual grain. Years
later, it would become the centerpiece of his
multimillion dollar heirloom grain company, Kamut
International. How Bob went from being a true
believer in better farming through chemistry to a
leading proponent of organics is the unlikely story of
Grain by Grain. Along the way, readers will learn how
ancient wheat can lower inflammation, how
regenerative agriculture can bring back rural jobs,
and how combining time-tested farming practices
with modern science can point the way for the future
of food.

The Outlaw Bank
International Insolvency Law offers students,
academics and practitioners an authoritative and
practical guide on the European laws of international
insolvency. It rigorously explores and clarifies the vast
increasing body of legislative rules, case law,
scholarly literature and other available sources. The
fourth edition has been completely updated to cover
recent developments in European Insolvency Law.

Disease Control Priorities, Third Edition
(Volume 2)
The electrifying true story that inspired the major new
motion picture The Infiltrator Robert Mazur spent
years undercover infiltrating the Medellín Cartel's
criminal hierarchy. The dirty bankers and
businessmen he befriended-some of whom still shape
power across the globe-knew him as Bob Musella, a
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mob-connected big shot living the good life.
Together they partied in $1,000-per-night hotel
suites, drank bottles of the world's finest champagne,
drove Rolls-Royce convertibles, and flew in private
jets. But under Mazur's Armani suits and in his
Renwick briefcase, recorders whirred silently,
capturing the damning evidence of their crimes. The
Infiltrator is the story of how Mazur helped bring down
the unscrupulous bankers who manipulated complex
international finance systems to serve drug lords,
corrupt politicians, tax cheats, and terrorists. It is a
shocking chronicle of the rise and fall of one of the
biggest and most intricate money-laundering
operation of all time-an enterprise that cleaned and
moved hundreds of millions of dollars a year. Filled
with dangerous lies, near misses, and harrowing
escapes, The Infiltrator is as bracing and explosive as
the greatest fiction thrillers-only it's all true.

Dark Towers
In recent years, aggrieved groups around the world
have routinely portrayed themselves as victims of
human rights abuses. Physically and mentally
disabled people, indigenous peoples, AIDS patients,
and many others have chosen to protect and promote
their interests by advancing new human rights norms
before the United Nations and other international
bodies. Often, these claims have met strong
resistance from governments and corporations. More
surprisingly, even apparent allies, such as Amnesty
International, Human Rights Watch, and other
nongovernmental organizations, have voiced
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weaken efforts to protect their traditional concerns:
civil and political rights. Why are certain global
problems recognized as human rights issues while
others are not? How do local activists transform longstanding problems into universal rights claims? When
and why do human rights groups, governments, and
international organizations endorse new rights? The
International Struggle for New Human Rights is the
first book to address these issues. Focusing on
activists who advance new rights, the book introduces
a framework for understanding critical strategies and
conflicts involved in the struggle to persuade the
human rights movement to move beyond traditional
problems and embrace pressing new ones. Essays in
the volume consider rights activism by such groups as
the South Asian Dalits, sexual minorities, and children
of wartime rape victims, while others explore new
issues such as health rights, economic rights, and the
right to water. Examining both the successes and
failures of such campaigns, The International Struggle
for New Human Rights will be a key resource not only
for scholars but also for those on the front lines of
human rights work.

Taking the Floor
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the
most important books I’ve ever read—an
indispensable guide to thinking clearly about the
world.” – Bill Gates “Hans Rosling tells the story of
‘the secret silent miracle of human progress’ as only
he can. But Factfulness does much more than that. It
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also explains
silent and teaches readers how to see it clearly.”
—Melinda Gates "Factfulness by Hans Rosling, an
outstanding international public health expert, is a
hopeful book about the potential for human progress
when we work off facts rather than our inherent
biases." - Former U.S. President Barack Obama
Factfulness: The stress-reducing habit of only carrying
opinions for which you have strong supporting facts.
When asked simple questions about global
trends—what percentage of the world’s population
live in poverty; why the world’s population is
increasing; how many girls finish school—we
systematically get the answers wrong. So wrong that
a chimpanzee choosing answers at random will
consistently outguess teachers, journalists, Nobel
laureates, and investment bankers. In Factfulness,
Professor of International Health and global TED
phenomenon Hans Rosling, together with his two longtime collaborators, Anna and Ola, offers a radical new
explanation of why this happens. They reveal the ten
instincts that distort our perspective—from our
tendency to divide the world into two camps (usually
some version of us and them) to the way we consume
media (where fear rules) to how we perceive progress
(believing that most things are getting worse). Our
problem is that we don’t know what we don’t know,
and even our guesses are informed by unconscious
and predictable biases. It turns out that the world, for
all its imperfections, is in a much better state than we
might think. That doesn’t mean there aren’t real
concerns. But when we worry about everything all the
time instead of embracing a worldview based on
facts, we can lose our ability to focus on the things
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that threaten
with lively anecdotes and moving stories, Factfulness
is an urgent and essential book that will change the
way you see the world and empower you to respond
to the crises and opportunities of the future. --- “This
book is my last battle in my life-long mission to fight
devastating ignorancePreviously I armed myself with
huge data sets, eye-opening software, an energetic
learning style and a Swedish bayonet for swordswallowing. It wasn’t enough. But I hope this book will
be.” Hans Rosling, February 2017.
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